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       Rocket City Math League              2009-2010 

                                Apollo Test                      Round 1 
 

Answers must be written inside the adjacent answer boxes.  All answers must be written in exact, reduced, simplified, and rationalized form.  All 

decimals and mixed numbers must be written as improper fractions. �o calculators, books, or other aides may be used. 

1. Viadd has the book Savannah the Space Dog, which has 2010 pages. The pages are numbered (front-to-back) 1 

to 2010 consecutively, starting with page 1 (on the front of the first page). If he rips out every even-numbered page, 

how many pages will be left?                                                                                                                            (1 point) 

 

 

2.  Fleur went to a party on Planet X, which is 40137 kilometers away. If she traveled at a speed of 5000 kilometers 

meters per hour to the party, and took 17 hours to get back, what was her speed, in kilometers per hour, on her 

return trip?  (Assume that the distance is the same for both of her trips)                                                          (1 point)  

 

 

 

3. Commander Jack has a new intergalactic space ship that can hold 5 crew members, including Commander Jack. 

If there are 2 captains, 3 pilots, 4 navigators, and 15 medical officials and Jack must chose exactly one of each, then 

how many crews does Jack have to choose from?                                                                                             (1 point) 

 

 

4. Savannah is woken up by her Viadd alarm and she runs outside to a field of chickans and shaap. Savannah is a 

dog and has four feet. Each chickan has 5 feet and each shaap has 7 feet. Savannah counts 163 feet in the field. 

What is the minimum number of chickans in the field?                                                                                    (1 point) 

 

 

5. If Commander Jack wants to win the Commander of the Light Year award, he has to correctly count all the black 

holes in 3 galaxies. Commander Jack counted 804 black holes and the judge counted 30210 black holes, agreeing 

with Commander Jack. If Jack counted the number of black holes in base 10, then what base is the Judge counting 

in?                                                                                                                                               (2 points) 

 

 

6.  When Luke fires his BANG (Black Antimatter Nullification Gun), a number of black holes equal to one of the 

zeros of the function ( ) 907316 23 −+−= xxxxf are nullified.  Luke fired his BANG, but was unable to tell 

exactly how many black holes he nullified. If he knows that he nullified more than 6 black holes, then how many 

black holes did Luke nullify?                                                                                             (2 points) 

 

 

 

7. Savannah has a crazy dream about a gas station. This gas station charges ( )ni−1 asters per gallon of space fuel, 

where n is the number of gallons purchased (and gas can only be bought in quantities that make the fee become a 

rational number).  If Savannah buys 8 gallons of gas, then how many asters will it cost her?                        (2 points) 

 

 

8. Savannah the Space Dog Avenger is at the origin on a Cartesian plane.  The Holy Dog Bowl is at the point (6,6).  

Viadd is standing at the point (4,3) and can catch Savannah if she comes within a distance of 1 from Viadd.  In how 

many ways can Savannah reach the Holy Dog Bowl without getting close enough to Viadd for him to catch her, if 

Savannah can only move up or to the right from one lattice point to another?                                        (2 points) 

 

 

9. Imprisoned in Viadd’s high security kennel, Savannah spotted an etching of a 4
th
 degree polynomial on the wall. 

Carefully she correctly copied the polynomial as 1201547114 234 +−+− xxxx . She realized that if the roots of this 

polynomial are entered in any order into the keypad, then she can escape. Find the roots of this polynomial that 

allow her to escape!                                                                                                                                          (3 points) 

 

 

 

10. Viadd offers Savannah one dog treat. The dog treats come in the flavors kitty, liver, asparagus, tuna, and 

giraffe. The possible shapes are cat, square, ball of yarn, and cthulhu. The possible textures are shaken, stirred, 

creamy, leafy, and smooth with a hint of apple. If the treat must have exactly one flavor and one shape, but can 

have one or more textures as long as it is not shaken and stirred at the same time, then how many possible types of 

treats can Savannah have?                                                                                                                                (3 points) 

 

 

11. Viadd is flying is his ship above Planet Ssarg. The shadow of his ship forms an ellipse on the ground that has a 

major axis of 10 edalbs and a minor axis of 6 edalbs. Find the area, in square edalbs, of the shadow.          (3 points) 

 

 

 

12. Savannah escapes from the grips of Viadd and flees along the path of 
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. Viadd takes a straight 

path along yx 321 −= . How many times do their paths intersect?                                                            (4 points) 
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